Caught
Between
Worlds
Artist Ariana Papademetropoulos
shows us around the kaleidoscopic
interior of her Pasadena studio

Interview by FLORA ALEXANDRA OGILVY
Photography by DANA BOULOS
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orn to an Argentinian mother and
a Greek father who fell in love in
California, the emerging artist Ariana
Papademetropoulos blurs the boundaries

between dreams and reality. She grew up between
Venice Beach and Pasadena before studying at the
California Institute of the Arts, a conceptual art
school where she focused on painting. Whether
you discover her work on Instagram, at an art fair,
or in a gallery, Ariana’s psychedelic paintings are a
unique form of escapism. Exhibiting internationally
from Mexico City to New Orleans and Berlin, her
magical works have captured the imagination of a
broad spectrum of collectors. In terms of process,
Ariana combines found images from old magazines
and art books with

photographs she has taken

of young artists and musicians to create colourful
collages. She’s unafraid of imperfections – in fact,
the tears, stains and smudges that pepper her
kaleidoscopic work contribute a depth of feeling.
Inspired by studio visits to other emerging artists,
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2016

alongside the work of Yayoi Kusama, George Grosz
and Sandro Botticelli, Ariana combines both classical
and contemporary influences as she works from her
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studio at the end of a Pasadena rose garden in LA.
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Steeped
2015

“I curated a show
a few months ago
called Revenge
of the Crystal,
which is the title
of a Baudrillard
novel. It looked
like someone
found a cave and
domesticated
it with carpets,
furniture and an
aquarium.”

Tree Hugger
2015

Flora Alexandra Ogilvy: Good morning

fountains. It makes sense because, like

Ariana, do you have a morning ritual you

the environment, my work has traditional

follow in Los Angeles?

influences, but there’s something decadent

Ariana Papademetropoulos: I’m all about

about the details.

breakfast, and normally make toast topped

FO: Were you surrounded by art as a

with peanut butter and honey. Sometimes,

child – what were the first paintings you

I go for a walk with a coffee around

fell for?

where I live, in this beautiful Victorian

AP: Art has always been a huge part of my

neighbourhood called Angelino Heights. As

life, especially because my father and much

for working hours, it depends – sometimes

of my mother’s family are architects. In the

I’ll work in the studio from 7 a.m. and then

small bubble I lived in, in LA, art was a big

other times, I’ll be there all night and sleep

thing, but drive 20 minutes in any direction

until noon.

outside of the city and it’s like anywhere

FO:

current

else. As for paintings, I was interested in

studio, how does the space express your

Tell

me

about

your

George Grosz when I was very young and

personality?

remember copying his work. But, equally it

AP: Growing up, my parents were between

was also Kusama, Picasso and the classics.

Venice Beach and Pasadena, the latter of

FO: We have a mutual affection for Yayoi

which I kind of hated, because it was quite

Kusama, what draws you to the Japanese

conservative – despite its beauty. Ironically,

artist’s work?

my studio is now there – rather than in a

AP: I’ve been obsessed with Kusama since

white box downtown – in the barn behind

my father took me to her exhibition on

an old mansion with rose gardens and

the way to Greece as a child. I recently

saw her retrospective during a stopover

have a small but amazing collection of work

including my friend Molly Lewis who is

in Stockholm and was enchanted. Even

by Sayre Gomez and Marnie Weber as

known to be the best whistler in the world.

with her outfits, Kusama invites you into

well as Zoe Crosher and Jeffrey Vallance.

FO: You’re part of such a strong

her imaginary world. Her work is very

My father gave me lots of art books: I love

community. Do you make and receive

immersive – you’re inside of it – and that’s

looking at Francis Bacon paintings and

studio visits?

why I’ve done more installation work

always have the book open in the studio. At

AP: I have one or two visits a week, whether

recently. Being inside a painting is more

the moment I’m also reading Miranda July’s

that be friends, galleries, magazines, or just

impactful.

short stories, No One Belongs Here More

people interested in seeing the work. I also

FO: Where do you draw inspiration

Than You.

try to make a studio visit each week to artists,

for your colour palette? Is it affected by

FO: How important is a sense of

like Allison Schulnik who has this magical

your mood?

collaboration within your practice?

studio filled with sculptures, seashells and

AP: Even if an image is black and white, I

AP: It being a solitary practice, I like to

bears. Another is Henry Taylor whose work

still see colour in everything. I’m unaware

collaborate. I curated a show a few months

is in the Whitney Biennial. He’s so prolific:

of my colour choices, because my entire

ago called Revenge of the Crystal, which is

every time I go there are new paintings up.

life has always been pastel blues, pinks,

the title of Baudrillard novel. It looked like

FO: Which galleries, museums or

and lavenders – across my clothes and the

someone found a cave and domesticated it

exhibition spaces do you seek inspira-

spaces I live in. A lot of my work is about

with carpets, furniture and an aquarium. I

tion from in Los Angeles?

balancing softness and harshness.

incorporated a mixture of both historic and

AP: I love the Huntington Gardens; it’s

FO: Do you collect anything? Perhaps the

contemporary artists like Douglas Gordon,

similar to my studio. It’s this Pasadena

work of other artists or art books?

Wallace Berman and George Herms.

mansion with gardens, a library and art

AP: I do as many artist trades as I can. I

We also had performances in the cave,

collection, which showcases mostly classical
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“Ultimate beauty is
something surreal
– that’s what
excites me most –
something strange
or unexpected.”

Styling by MAR PEIDRO
Make up by ALEXA HERNANDEZ
Hair by RACHEL LEE BEE

works, but also has some Alex Israel pieces. I

I’ll never show actual sex. Only the details

also love MOCA, Hammer Museum and the

surrounding the pornographic image: the

Underground museum, because I did my

stockings or the pillow; the paintings on

first curatorial project there. My favourite

the wall in the background. Some people

galleries are Night Gallery, Ghebaly Gallery

immediately see sex in my work and others

and 356 Mission.

don’t see it at all.

FO: How has the cultural landscape of

FO: How would you describe beauty in

LA evolved for young artists over the

140 characters or less?

past few years?

AP: I need more characters. Beauty

AP:

With

artists

moving

and

for me is something that sparks my

galleries like Hauser & Wirth or Sprueth

imagination. Ultimate beauty is something

Magers opening, there are more creative

surreal – that’s what excites me the most

opportunities.

There

many

– something strange or unexpected. If

different scenes and people are making

it’s simply beautiful it’s nothing to me:

shows happen.

it needs to be other-worldly or surreal,

FO: Let’s talk about travel; do you ever go

like Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus or

to art fairs or international exhibitions?

Rothschild’s Surrealist Ball of 1972. Those

AP: Wherever I travel to, I always visit the

are my favourite things in the world.

galleries there. I also visit art fairs: I went

FO: Let’s talk about being a young woman

with Sade Gallery to Mexico for Material Art

in the art world. Do you find it challenging?

Fair and with my friend Nicholas Stewart to

AP: Being female, people always ask

Dallas Art Fair. Are art fairs relevant to me

about my work from a feminine angle.

as an emerging artist? Yes, but some are

I’m a woman, but I don’t make work with

better than others. Some art fairs feel too

feminist ideas. It’s great more women are

corporate or cold for me.

being exhibited, but I’m not into all-female

FO: Which past art movements or

shows, because it’s not getting past the

scenes do you draw from in your work?

issue. I’d rather be in shows with a theme,

AP: My favourite art scene was Marnie

and not be there on the basis of my gender.

Weber and Jim Shaw with Mike Kelly

FO: How has Instagram helped you to

when they were collaborating with Sonic

develop commercially or connect with

Youth in the 1990s. Being an LA native, I

other artists and collectors?

can relate, because I’m friends with a lot of

AP: Although mine is a more personal than

musicians. I love The Bauhaus Ballet too.

professional account, Instagram is how

Also, there’s Surrealism, but that’s cliché.

I’ve gotten most of my studio visits and

FO: I know you’re interested in interior

shows. It’s very important for artists to

design, how does that translate to your

have, but I’m not necessarily a huge fan of

work?

the Instagram medium, because my work

AP: Interiors have always been in my work

is large-scale and it doesn’t look good on a

and then my torn paintings became the

phone.

ultimate interiors, mixing idealism with

FO: And finally, what projects are you

uncanniness. I’m inspired by empty rooms,

working on at the moment?

imagining who would live there. How

AP: Right now, it’s refreshing to be in the

people decorate their homes fascinates

studio without a deadline. Although, I do

me, because it gives a sense of who they

have a few group shows in the summer.

are. In that way, we’re all artists.

I’m also doing this photo-novella, a sort of

FO: Do you express your sexuality in

comic book with photographs about my

your work? Are they provocative?

friends – like a B-movie. It’s about a killer

AP: I make paintings in which there are

mushroom that is actually a girl preying on

fogged windows: with those I’m interested

young boys. we’ll be shooting it in Big Sur

in the psychology of the viewer, because

in a few weeks.
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